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Summary: Macroscopic tensile, compression and torsion tests have been performed as well 
as texture measurements. Based on these data a phenomenological yield locus has been 
defined to describe the behaviour of an ultrafine-grained aluminum obtained by ECAE. 
1  INTRODUCTION 
The investigated material was hot rolled commercial pure aluminum AA1050 with an 
initial grain size of about 100 µm. In order to obtain an ultrafine-grained (UFG) material, 
equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE) was performed at room temperature (RT), following 
route BC for 8 passes. The final grain size was about 1µm. On this ECAE material state, 
macroscopic uniaxial tensile, axisymmetric compression and  torsion tests were carried out at 
RT.  
The crystallographic texture was measured and the corresponding Taylor-Bishop-Hill (TBH) 
yield locus was computed. The Lankford coefficients (r-values) calculated using a TBH 
model were used to determine the parameters of the Hill 1948 yield locus. 
To account for tension-compression asymmetric behaviour caused by the ECAE process a 
simple approach is chosen: to use the Hill yield function shifted by a proper initial back stress 
defined by experimental test results. This rough model is validated by the yield strength 
obtained in a torsion test. 
2  MECHANICAL TESTS 
To characterize the ECAE material, uniaxial tensile, axisymmetric compression and 
torsion tests were carried out at RT. The tensile, compression and torsion true stress–true 
strain curves are shown in Fig. 1. The tensile and compression curves were computed from 
force displacement measurements assuming homogeneous stress and strain fields and taking 
into account a section defined by volume conservation. The torsion curve is based on the 
Nadaï formula1. The ECAE material exhibits a high tensile yield strength ( = 186 MPa) and 
a small homogeneous deformation of only 2%. The latter is followed by strain softening 
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coupled with necking phenomena, while fracture strain occurs after a technical strain of 13%. 
A low work hardening or even softening is often observed in UFG materials exhibiting a high 
defect density. For some severe plastic deformation processed metals such as ECAE, it is not 
surprising that the strain hardening capacity is close to being exhausted2. The lack of further 
strain hardening has sometimes been explained by the absence of dislocation activities or 
even a fundamental change of deformation mechanisms. It is well known that the ability to 
strain harden is important for stabilizing uniform tensile deformation, the relevance of this 
concept to nanostructured metals was not emphasized until recently. For compressive and 
torsion tests the yield stress is repectively  = 144 and  = 107 MPa. A nearly constant 
flow stress approximately elastic to perfectly plastic response is exhibited after an initial stage 
of rapid strain hardening over a very small plastic strain (~1-3%). These results indicate that 
the strain hardening capacity is saturated very quickly for the tensile test. Dynamic 
equilibrium between hardening and softening is not obtained, while in compression and 





Fig. 1 : Tensile, compression and torsion true 
stress/true strain curves of ECAE-Al 
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3  IDENTIFICATION OF THE HILL YIELD LOCUS SHAPE  
The Hill model implemented in Lagamine3 finite element code was used. Hill (1948)’s 
yield locus4 is defined by: 























where σ  is the stress represented by a 6 component vector, Fσ  is the yield stress under uni-
axial tension in a reference direction. The anisotropic shape of this yield surface is determined 
by the six coefficients F, G, H, L, M and N. 
A full-constraints Taylor model was used to calculate the r-values (equation 2) of the studied 
ECAE material from its initial texture. In Fig. 3, the r-values are plotted as a function of the 
angle θ  between the tensile axis and extrusion direction (ED), which corresponds to the 
former rolling direction (RD). This method takes into account only the crystallographic 
anisotropy. The link between r-values and the Hill parameters is defined by equation 2. The 
Hill parameters in Table 1 were identified from r-values (equation 3), obtained at   and 
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After ECAE, Lankford coefficients significantly increase (Fig. 3). This improvement of 
plastic strain ratio is related to the texture and increases the formability of ECAE material. 
In Fig. 4, the anisotropic yield locus computed by Hill model for ECAE material identified by 
Lankford coefficients is compared with TBH yield locus shape associated with initial 
crystallographic texture for ECAE material and hot rolled Aluminum. 
 
  
Fig. 3 : r-values calculated from the crystallographic 
texture for ECAE material and hot rolled Al  
Fig. 4: Yield locus shape computed by Hill 
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Table 1: parameters of Hill’s model obtained from Lankford coefficients of ECAE-Al. 
F G H N=L=M 
0.94 0.65 1.35 2.07 
 
For this ECAE material, the yield strength under uniaxial tension  is about 20% higher  






5. The difference in yield strength for tensile and compression test is probably due 
to different dislocation mobility along grain boundaries under tensile or compression state, 
due to pre-deformation by ECAE. Based on the above experimental results, a back stress is 
introduced to shift the center of the yield surface to account for this tension-compression 
asymmetry. The position of the center of the initial yield locus is given by the initial Back 
Stress (BS) after ECAE:  MPa. The size of the initial yield locus 
( : plastic radius of the yield locus) is given by the average between the tension and 
compression strength   MPa. 
212/)( =−= cytyBS σσ
NY
oσ
1652/)( =+= tycyNYo σσσ
The yield strength obtained in a torsion test is compared with the one calculated using 
different sizes of yield locus (Fig. 2). The test simulations were performed either with the size 
of the yield locus determined respectively by yield limit in tension (case 1) and compression 
(case 2) with no back stress or in (case 3) with the new size of yield function  and with 
the initial BS, no hardening is assumed. Note that the shape of the Hill yield locus is the 
identical for all simulations. The yield surface with new size  and with the initial BS 
gives the best fit of torsion test (  = 107 MPa) compared to other simulaions. Note that 
the apparent hardening in torsion is due to the Nadai formula and its inaccurate description of 
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perfectly “elastic-plastic” as checked in the FE computation. However Fig. 2 applies the 
Nadaï formula on  both numerical and experimental results to allow comparison.  
4  ANISOTROPIC HARDENING FOR ECAE MATERIAL  
When the plasticity is controlled by the dislocation mode, the relation between flow stress 
and dislocation density ρ is given by ρασ GbMTF =  , where T (=3.065) is the tensile 
Taylor factor accounting for a polycrystal, α is a numerical factor (α ≈ 0.25) depending on the 
character of the dislocation considered, G is the shear modulus (26 GPa for Al) and b is the 
Burgers vector (b=0.286 nm). F
M
σ  defines the flow stress at a given dislocation density 
measured in a ‘reference condition’. The evolution equation of the total dislocation density is  
formulated by: 
( )ρρερ 21 kkMdd T −=  (4)
    where  and  are respectively the dislocation generation and annihilation constants.  1 2
In the vast majority of UFG materials, tensile tests presents hardening followed by softening. 
Therefore a softening term is added in the integration of equation (4) only for tensile test: 
k k
( )( ) ( )( )ubbF eQeQ εεεεσσ −−−− −−−=− 2%2.01 11 21%2.0       (5) 
where ( )211 /. kkQ χ= ,  and( ) 21 .2/ kMb T= GbM Tαχ = .     
       From the macroscopic experimental results (Fig. 1), it is possible to estimate the constants 
in the hardening part ( 1b =340, 1 =14 MPa) for tensile test, ( 1b  =170, 1 =20 MPa) for 
compression test  and in the softening part for tensile state ( 2Q =14 MPa, 2b =30). The highest 
annihilation constant was observed during tensile test, i.e. more than 2 times the annihilation 
constant of the compression test. Any hardening function proposed for a general ECAE 
behaviour model must depend on the plastic state, either in a phenomenological way or in an 
approach based on the microscopic phenomena. The monotonic torsion data will allow first 
validations but tests with strain paths change are strongly required to check the predictive 
capacity of such a model. 
Q Q
5  CONCLUSIONS  
Three types of tests were performed to fully characterize the initial yield locus and tobegin the 
investigation of the strain hardening behaviour. Tests with strain path change are required to 
achieve a better understanding in the strain hardening behaviour. The simulations showed that 
the anisotropic Hill function with a proper initial back stress is able to recover monotonic 
stress-strain curves. Further validation will be the FE prediction of the shape of the equatorial 
section of a compressed sample. 
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